
Material and Method
Samples (eye lenses) from the hunting grounds "Cer" and "Barajevo" were processed and analyzed, where 64 samples were
analyzed. The methodology was based on increasing the drying temperature of ophthalmic lenses, increasing it from 37 ° C to
48 ° C, and the final results were compared with the results obtained by the reference method. Based on the measured masses
of the eye lenses, haress were divided into age classes, as follows: <100 mg rabbits up to 3 months of age, 100-200 mg 3 - 6
months of age, 200 - 280 mg up to 1 year of age, 280 - 310 mg 1 - 2 years of age, 310 - 370 mg 2 - 3 years of age and> 370 mg
older than 3 years.

Results and Discusion
Based on the analyzed, ie laboratory-treated and at different temperatures dried eye lenses, it was found that the
increase in drying temperature did not statistically significantly affect (p> 0.05) the final mass of eye lenses, ie that
the mass of such dried lenses was approximate lenses dried by reference method. Also, statistical analysis showed
that the masses of eye lenses dried by the reference method (at 37 ° C for 72 h) and lenses dried at 48 ° C for 48 h
did not differ significantly (p> 0.05). By shortening the duration of the standard method, the hunting ground user
would get the final results and recommendations for further use of the population. In particular, by increasing the
drying temperature, the drying time can be reduced by one day, which excludes skipping the next hunt, ie enables
its realization.
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Conclusion
A modified method for determining the age of hares based on eye lenses used in this experiment shows the potential for further
application in practice. However, in order for the obtained results to be considered accurate and reliable, and thus the method
can be used in further work, it is necessary to include a larger number of samples in the research.

The aim of this study was to determine the possibility of shortening the duration of 
the reference method for determining the age of hares based on eye lenses by 
increasing the drying temperature.

Introduction
Determining, ie knowing the age of hares is very important, primarily in order to
obtain information on the age structure of this species of game in the hunting
grounds. There are several indicators (methods) on the basis of which the age of
hares can be estimated, as following: based on the ossification of the nodule on
the lower (end) part of the ulna, based on the lacrimal bone, based on the
possibility of ear cleavage, and analysis of dried eye lenses. The main
disadvantage of most methods is that they usually determine the affiliation to one
of the two age classes: young up to one year of age and older than one year. Also,
the disadvantage is that some methods can be applied only to the young (ear
splitting), while some are reliable only to the elderly (based on the mandible).
Today, the most reliable, and thus the most commonly used method is the
method based on the mass of the eye lenses. However, its main drawback is the
duration, because with the standard method, the final results can be obtained in
six days from the day of the hunt. This period is usually longer, because the
samples are not delivered immediately after the hunt, but the next day.
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